
Align KlipzEZ™ teeth with the pallet racking slots/holes 
until at least 2 of the clip teeth click into place. For the 
most secure placement, utilize all 4 teeth into the pallet 
rack. Please note- The ideal placement at shelf is at eye level!   

2.

RetailzEZ Kup™ with KlipzEZ™  or ShelvzEZ™ Installation Instructions:

How to install KutzEZ™ and KutzEZ Mini ™ products onto pallet racking using the KlipzEZ™

1.

Attach KlipzEZ™ clip to the pre-loaded RetailzEZ Kup™ 
container by slipping the cup DOWN onto the clip until it 
clicks into place.

How to install ShelvzEZ™ on Lozier or similar shelving using the ShelvzEZ™

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Mount ShelvzEZ™ bracket �rst on the desired shelf before sliding 

the RetailzEZ Kup™ with KutzEZ™ knives onto ShelvzEZ™ receiving bracket

Attach ShelvzEZ™ clip to the pre-loaded RetailzEZ Kup™ 
container by slipping the cup DOWN onto the clip until it 
clicks into place. 

Align the three (3) curved teeth on ShelvzEZ™ clip at a ~45 
degree angle into the second row of holes (from the front 
of the shelf ) and rotate the clip down onto the shelf 
surface.  The bottom teeth will align with the �rst row of 
holes on the shelf securing the display in place.  

1. 2.

How to replace or remove an empty RetailzEZ Kup™  using KlipzEZ™

Pinch the KlipzEZ™ engaged teeth and gently pull the 
RetailzEZ Kup™ straight out from the pallet racking 
slots/holes. 

Push the button on the back of the RetailzEZ Kup™ and 
slide the RetailzEZ Kup™ UP releasing the KlipzEZ™ clip. 

Press here

Slide cup up

Slide cup up

Press here

1. 2.

3. Replace the new pre-loaded RetailzEZ Kup™ onto the KlipzEZ™ clip as per the previous instructions. 
   (How to install KutzEZ™ products onto pallet racking; Steps 1 & 2 on the other side)

Pinch here

Pinch here

Gently pull cup out

How to replace or remove an empty RetailzEZ Kup™  using ShelvzEZ™

Push the button on the back of the RetailzEZ Kup™ or 
ShelvzEZ™ and slide the RetailzEZ Kup™ UP releasing the 
clip. Replace the new pre-loaded RetailzEZ Kup™ onto the 
KlipzEZ™ or ShelvzEZ™clip as per the above instructions.

Rotate the ShelvzEZ™ straight up and tilted towards 
the back of the shelving unit to ~45 degrees and 
gently guide the three teeth out of the shelf holes.  

2.

3. Replace the new pre-loaded RetailzEZ Kup™ onto the KlipzEZ™ clip as per the previous instructions. 
   (How to install KutzEZ™ products onto pallet racking; Steps 1 & 2 on the other side)

1.

Please recycle RetailzEZ Kup™, KlipzEZ™  and ShelvzEZ™ when empty. 
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Option 1- Sign Holder for Top of RetailzEZ Kup™
Two-sided sign holder is ideal for use on the back 
wall of the RetailzEZ Kup™
(Ideal for cash register areas!)

Option 2- Sign Holder for Bottom of RetailzEZ Kup™
Sign holder has adhesive on one side to attach to the 
bottom of the RetailzEZ Kup™. 
(Creates best awareness in-aisle!)

Signage Hardware Options

Signage Installation Instructions

Option 1- Top Placement 
(Ideal for cash register areas!)
Leverage the two-sided sign holder 
positioned on the back KupzEZ™ wall .

Option 2- Bottom Placement 
(Creates awareness in-aisle best!)
Leverage the sign holder with adhesive for 
bottom placement of the signage.

There are two (2) options provided for displaying KutzEZ™ signs:

Signage Notes:
   •  Feature the usage image of choice by rotating the sign as images are di�erent on each side of the provided sign

   •  Consider the tra�c �ow and viewing perspective when placing the sign on the bottom of the KupzEZ™.  Trustpoint recommends facing the signage so it can viewed when approaching from the side of the KutzEZ™ display in aisles.

Please Note- The KutzEZ™ and KutzEZ Mini™ 
products can be displayed using the RetailzEZ Kup™ 
at the cash wrap without the KlipzEZ™ or ShelvzEZ ™ 
clips.  TrustPoint Products recommends storing the 
clips in a safe place for future use on pallet racking or 
shelving if desired.  

Parts included:

RetailzEZ Kup™ KlipzEZ™ ShelvzEZ™
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